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  . . and he's about to get a visit from none other than the United States . . . No, wait, not the United States, but President Of The
United States. The . . . and not the President, but the . . . Now, there are many ways of doing this, but I'm assuming that you're
using a mixture of Python and HTML/CSS. So, I think the best way to do this would be to embed the HTML in a div and then

style it, with the characters you need, like so: p { font-size: 24px; text-align: center; } Hello, America! Now, if you wanted to get
really fancy, you could also set the font as an image and then set the font-size to be the height of the image, and then the font-
family to be the name of that image. Lighting the way to a more diverse science of architecture The new organization aims to
bring together "the many voices in architectural science" and to establish "a common research agenda and paradigm for the

discipline." Stanford University has launched a new organization devoted to fostering a more diverse, inclusive, and connected
science of architecture. The Scholarly Work of Architecture (SWoA) is the first of its kind in the architecture field. It is a
member-supported, not-for-profit organization that will link practitioners, educators, and researchers through its meetings,
publications, and project work. It is funded by a $60,000 grant from the School of Humanities and Sciences' Social Science

Research Institute and with the support of the Specialty Practices Network. "Architecture is one of the most-impacting
disciplines in the 21st century, and yet one that is also struggling with issues of representation and diversity," said Leslie So
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